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	Written in a cookbook style, this book offers solutions using a recipe-based approach. Each recipe contains step-by-step instructions followed by an analysis of what was done in each task and other useful information. The cookbook approach means you can dive into whatever recipes you want in no particular order. This book is for web developers interested in applying their knowledge for building web applications for iOS devices. You can develop your own iPhone web applications using nothing but JavaScript combined with XHTML and CSS. You can even give these apps a native look and feel though you won't be able to submit them to the App Store. You will develop an application for iOS without having to learn the Objective-C programming language. This is the book for any iPhone developer looking to side-step Apple's totalitarian App Store regime.


	Undoubtedly, iPhone is one of the most exciting mobile devices in the world. Its iOS is used in
	other Apple devices, such as iPad and iPod Touch. With this book, you'll learn how to build and
	develop applications for these devices without applying Apple's burdensome and, at times,
	restrictive technologies. Just use your experience and knowledge combined with web frontend
	technologies, such as JavaScript, to build quality web applications. Nobody will ever come to
	know that you haven't used Objective-C and Cocoa.


	iPhone JavaScript Cookbook offers a set of practical and clear recipes with a step-by-step
	approach for building your own iPhone applications by only applying web technologies such
	as JavaScript and AJAX. Web developers won't need to learn a new programming language for
	building iOS applications with a native look and feel.
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AutoCAD & AutoCAD LT All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
10 books in 1— your key to AutoCAD success!
Your one-stop guide to all that's new in the leading CAD software    

Here's a whole shelf of reference books in one handy cover! These convenient minibooks make it easy to find and figure out what you need to know, no matter how you use AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT. From basic stuff like...
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Designing Embedded Systems with PIC Microcontrollers, Second Edition: Principles and ApplicationsNewnes, 2009

	PIC microcontrollers are used worldwide in commercial and industrial devices. The 8-bit PIC which this book focuses on is a versatile work horse that completes many designs. An engineer working with applications that include a microcontroller will no doubt come across the PIC sooner rather than later. It is a must to have a working knowledge...
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VLSI Design for Video Coding: H.264/AVC Encoding from Standard Specification to ChipSpringer, 2009
High definition video requires substantial compression in order to be transmitted or stored economically. Advances in video coding standards from MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 to H.264/AVC have provided ever increasing coding efficiency, at the expense of great computational complexity which can only be delivered through massively parallel...
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A Programmer's Guide to C# 5.0Apress, 2012

	A Programmer’s Guide to C# 5.0 is a book for software developers who want to truly understand C#. Whether you’ve worked with C# before or with another general-purpose programming language, each fast-paced, focused chapter will take you straight to the heart of a feature of C# and show you why it works the way it does....
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JBoss AS 7 DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn from an expert and master JBoss Application Server through this brilliantly accessible book. It irons out the difficulties and covers creating, debugging, and securing Java EE applications. The only manual you need.


	Overview

	
		A complete guide for JBoss developers covering everything from basic...
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Reuse-Based Software Engineering: Techniques, Organizations, and ControlsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"...well written and easy to understand...I would certainly recommend this book..."  -- The Journal of Software Testing, Verification and Reliability, December 2002

       Integrating three important aspects of software reuse--technical, management, and organizational--this indispensable reference shows how these...
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